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History of the Universal Joint

The first known application of the universal 
joint occurred in China more than 2,000 years 
ago. The Chinese had invented what we call 
“gimbals,” a series of interlocking rings within 
a device that allowed a candle placed in the 
center to remain upright regardless of the 
device’s position. Today, gimbals are used to 
keep ships’ compasses level and as 
components in gyroscopes.

In 1545, Italian mathematician Girolamo
Cardano theorized that the principle of 
gimbals could be used to transmit rotary 
motion through an angle. This theory was 
developed over many years into today's 
Cardan joint. (also known as Hookes joint) 



10 Series driveshaft components



Universal Joint Styles



FULL ROUND UNIVERSAL JOINT



HALF ROUND UNIVERSAL JOINT



WING STYLE UNIVERSAL JOINT
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Rotary Principles of a Single Cardan Joint

A single cardan joint 

creates non-constant

rotational speed



Cardan error

(Angular lag of a single universal joint)



Driveshaft yoke phasing

Normally, the inner yokes of the 

driveshaft are inline with each other 

and operate at the same angle in 

order to cancel the effect of cardan 

error.   

However, there are special situations 

where the inner yokes are turned 

with respect to each other in order to 

cancel cardan error.

INBOARD YOKES IN-LINE



Common Driveshaft layouts

Driving and driven shaft 

centerlines are parallel to 

each other

Driving and driven shaft 

centerlines intersect

In both cases β1 & β2 must be equal to achieve constant velocity

Note: Do not run a W arrangement in plan and a Z arrangement in 

elevation or vice versa at the same time on one shaft. 





Rules of thumb for driveshaft angles





Determining Angles in one plane





Double Cardan style CV joints

Center Yoke

Centering kit



Rzeppa style CV Joints 
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Driveshaft Inspection

Safety First !



Universal Joint Inspection





Slip Member Assembly Inspection



Slip Member Assembly Inspection continued



Tubing Inspection



Carrier bearing Inspection



Recommended lube intervals







Optional Zerk 

Location for

4X lube
New Grease must 

purge from all 4 seals

Lubrication Procedure





If you have to take the driveshaft out…..



Full round and half round bolts

Always use new hardware !!

Thread lock

Standard hardware Optional hardware



Dynamic balancing recommendation

Dynamic balancing of the driveshaft 

assembly is recommended any time 

a universal joint is changed and 

operates over 300 RPM.

The driveshaft should be 

dynamically balanced in two planes 

at the maximum operating speed to 

a ISO 1940/1 G16 specification.

If the driveshaft is a 2 pc or 3 piece 

assembly, all sections should be 

balanced together.



Tubing Failure



Universal joint failure



Universal joint failure



Universal joint and yoke failure



Yoke failure



Tube shaft failure



THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME !


